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ABSTRACT
Little attention has been attributed to product context in the
design of EC environments. Even though extensive marketing
research has shown product context to be a major driver of
consumer search behavior in the physical world of shopping, most
EC websites seem to ignore this. EC sites generally offer the same
type of corporate layout, interactive functionality, dialogue
system and information depth regardless of the product on sale.
This article presents an experimental study with 150 subjects
conducted at Humboldt University Berlin (Germany). The study
shows how consumers have distinct navigational needs when they
search for different product types online. Specifically, we observe
how users seek ‘deeper’ levels of interaction for product
categories with higher purchase uncertainty. Equally, we prove
that different interactive functionality is needed to address
different dimensions of product risk. Consequently, we argue for
more product context recognition in EC website design and make
some recommendations on how this could be done.

Lengthy debates have taken place on interface agent use in
websites versus direct manipulation [19] and more information
flow control [2]. Little attention has been attributed to the most
basic parameter of any purchase process: the product itself. In
fact, today’s EC-environments display a strong lack of product
context recognition. Not only do they often fail to effectively
support product choice [21], but site design and interactive
functionality also tend to follow a ‘one-size-fits all’ approach.
The same type of information is displayed no matter what
product. Dialogue-systems focus on product attributes only, but
neglect softer purchase needs. Product description or visualization
is mostly identical in a domain for all goods on offer. No attention
is paid, for example, to the fact that photographs or interactive
functionality is extremely important for some products potentially
superfluous for others. Short: While offline retail outlets have
traditionally recognized the product itself as the primary factor for
determining location, storefront, store design and service level
[22], EC-environments up to now have widely ignored this point.
From most store designs one would not know what is being sold
in them.

Categories & Subject Descriptors: H. Information
Systems, H.5 Information Interfaces and Design, H.5.2 User
Interfaces, Interaction styles, User-centered design

As a critical response to this defect the current article aims to
prove the relevance of product context for online purchases. An
empirical study is presented that shows how consumers search
differently online depending on the level and type of purchase
risk and uncertainty associated with a product.

General Terms: Design, Human Factors, Management
1. INTRODUCTION
Customer loyalty to EC websites is a the big challenge for online
marketers. Consequently, understanding consumer interaction
with these is a vital field of research. How can the online medium
optimally support a consumer’s buying process?

The level of uncertainty and type of risk associated with a product
were shown to influence the purchase process in offline markets.
To operationalize the level of uncertainty in a purchase process a
categorization of goods into search and experience goods has
been widely accepted [16]. Products with strong search
characteristics can be fully judged upon through inspection or
information search prior to purchase. Therefore, they imply lower
levels of uncertainty. Products with dominant experience
characteristics can only fully be judged upon after purchase. They
thus imply higher uncertainty at the moment of purchase. The
construct of search and experience goods has been used in
marketing research and different marketing strategies were shown
to be more or less effective depending on the type of good [3, 10,
11, 23, 24]. Equally, goods have been distinguished on the basis
of their perceived risk structure [5, 6]. Researchers differentiate
products with a view to functional, financial, psychological and
social risk associated with product choice [9].

In order to understand customer ‘bondage’ to websites,
considerable focus has been put on ‘user centric’ design [12].
Data-mining techniques [14] as well as recommender systems
[18] have been developed and leading online marketers such as
Yahoo! [13] and Amazon have pioneered the deployment of these
personalization techniques.
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In order to investigate the impact of uncertainty and risk-type on
online interaction we chose compact cameras and winter jackets
as a study focus. Compact cameras entail strong search good
characteristics as their qualities can be well described prior to
purchase. Apparels in contrast are experience goods, because one
has to wear and feel them before judging on personal fit. In
addition to the perception of compact cameras and winter jackets
as respective search and experience goods, we also chose the two
products for different dominant risk dimensions: Jackets have
higher levels of social and psychological risk associated with
them and cameras higher levels of functional risk. The study
questions were: Do online users interact more with websites when
they perceive higher levels of uncertainty prior to purchase? And
is the online information search process in line with the dominant
dimensions of perceived risk?

2.2 Materials and Apparatus
The central material for the experiment was an online store with
two different versions, one offering compact cameras and one
offering winter jackets. In addition to this online store a
questionnaire was answered by participants before and after the
shopping session.
The online store was programmed explicitly for the experiment,
using Meta-HTML and Java. In order to encourage product
search, the shop had a vast range of models on offer including
more than 50 compact cameras and 100 winter jackets (50 models
for women and men). The navigation in the store was organized in
three phases: When participants entered they had a space for
orientation (phase 1). Here, they could view all products on offer
one by one from a list. Then, users proceeded to a search engine
where an anthropomorphic 3-D shopping bot called ‘Luci’
enrolled the user in a dialogue phase (phase 2). Interaction
included 56 purchase related multiple-choice bot questions. They
were organized in 7 cycles of 7-10 questions. The 7 question
cycles were displayed to the user on a category survey page. He
could run through them in any order or depth desired. Users were
not forced to provide any answers. Through a ‘dialogue control
box’ (situated on the upper left part of the screen) users were
aware of questions still to come and control for questions
unanswered. Based on any number of answers shoppers could ask
Luci to calculate a top-10 ranking of products. From this ranking,
customers could view a more detailed description of each product
and enlarge its photograph (phase 3). The detailed product
description contained a brief marketing text on the respective
model, an enlargeable photograph and a fact sheet with product
attributes.

This paper proceeds as follows: In section 2 an experiment is
described which was carried out to investigate user interaction for
the two different products. In section 3, the results from this
experiment are presented. Section 4 comments on the results
obtained. Recommendations are made for context-adjusted
dialogue systems as well as product representation. Section 5
concludes and presents limitations and suggestions for future
research.

2. METHOD
In winter 2000 an experiment was carried out to investigate
drivers and impediments of online interaction. In this experiment,
197 subjects were observed during an online shopping trip for
cameras and winter jackets. The hypothesis was that consumers
have distinct navigational needs when they search for different
types of products online. Specifically, we postulated that subjects
would seek ‘deeper’ degrees of interaction for higher-risk
products and ‘different’ types of interactive functionality
according to dominant risk dimensions.

The three shopping stages (orientation, dialogue and detailed
inspection) resembled an offline store visit. The shopping process
could be ended any time. No brand information was displayed in
the store in order to avoid information chunks and have people
investigate products ‘neutrally’.

2.1. Participants, Incentive Scheme and
Briefing

2.3 Development of Shopbot dialogue

The experiment was conducted in the PC-pool of Humboldt
University Berlin. Participants were told that a new shopping
system would be tested. People could buy a camera or winter
jacket in an experimental store. They had to spend their own
money. The main incentive to participate was a 60% discount
offered on all cameras and jackets displayed in the store.1 Buying
implied a minimum expenditure of 80 DM (around $60 to $80).
92.4% of the participants were students while the remaining 7.6%
held different jobs. 146 shopped for a camera, 51 for a jacket. Of
these, 56.2% decided to buy a camera during the shopping
session. 21.6% bought a winter jacket.
1

All shopbot questions were developed with ‘real-world’ sales
agents selling compact cameras and winter jackets. They were
linked to the purchase context, but went beyond simple product
attribute checks and ‘softer’ purchase needs. Specifically, they
addressed three different purchase risk dimensions: functional,
financial and socio-psychological. Functional risk stands for the
uncertainty that a product might not perform as expected,
financial risk that the product will not be worth the financial price
and would have been available cheaper elsewhere. The sociopsychological risk implies that poor product choice will harm the
consumer’s ego or may result in embarrassment before one’s
friends, family or work group [9]. Furthermore, bot questions
were formulated in such a way that they would directly address
the user (e.g. Do you….) and they were developed to fit into four
content categories: 1) questions addressing product attributes (pd),
2) those looking into envisaged usage (u), 3) personal questions
completely independent of the product, but related to the context
(peip) and 4) personal questions related to the product (pepr).
With this design the dialogue went far beyond today’s ordinary
EC environments where marketers usually confine themselves to
a few product attributes as a search basis [21]. Table 1 gives an
overview of question types employed.

Since project finances did not allow us to offer this discount to
all buyers, however, the incentive structure was slightly refined
such that a lottery after the shopping session decided on one out
of 10 participants who would have the right to take the product
for the 60% off. The remaining participants received a small
financial compensation. If someone had not bought, but won the
lottery, he or she would go out empty. Students were made
aware of this procedure verbally before the actual shopping
session.
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2.4 Identical Store Design for Compact
Cameras and Winter Jackets

communication for the two products (Mann-Whitney-U = 1769.5,
p= .724).

In order to attribute navigational differences to product nature and
not the store environment, it was vital to design the two store
versions for cameras and winter jackets as similar as possible. We
therefore ensured identical navigational options and product
display, a similar quantity of products on offer, an identical
number of attributes used to describe each product as well as
identical depth of bot communication. More importantly, we
made a considerable effort to provide for comparable levels of
interaction quality encountered by users with the sales bot. For
this purpose, interaction was characterized and manipulated on
three dimensions:

Second, we needed a similar nature of information exchanged.
Naturally, however, the nature of information exchange differs for
compact cameras and winter jackets. We therefore ensured that
perceived question legitimacy and importance would be
distributed equally in both store versions. For this purpose we
conducted an independent pre-study where 39 subjects rated all
bot questions (for both store versions) on a 10-point scale with
respect to legitimacy and importance in an Internet sales context
[1]. Mann-Whitney U-test on the mean perceived question
legitimacy of the 56 bot questions confirmed non-significant
differences for the two store versions (p= .386). A T-test on mean
perceived question importance of the two bot-question catalogues
rendered a similar result (F = .577, p=0.386). Thus, the ‘degree of
relevance’ or the ‘quality of exchange’ inherent in the sales
dialogue was perceived similarly for the two store versions.

Table 1. Question categories integrated in the shopbot
dialogue
Question
category
purchase
risks

Compact Camera

Financial
risk

Are you ready to pay
more for a branded
product?
(pepr)

Are you ready to pay
more for a branded
product?
(pepr)

In what price range do
you want products to be
displayed?
(pd)

In what price range do
you want products
displayed?
(pd)

How strong do you
want the zoom of the
camera to be?
(pd)

How often will the
jacket be put on?
(u)

What picture programs
are important to you?
(pepr)

What tissue do you
prefer for the jacket?
(pd)

Are cameras a subject
of discussion in your
group of friends?
(peip)

How important are
trend models to you?
(pepr)

Functional
risk

Sociopsycholog
risk

Jacket

Finally, navigation can be effected by the order of information
display [8]. For this reason, the 7 question cycles were arranged
identically for both products in an order of decreasing importance.

Why do you want to
buy a camera?
(peip)

2.5 Procedure
Before and after shopping participants filled out a paper-andpencil questionnaire (identical for both shoppers types). The first
questionnaire dealt with demographics, Internet experience,
e-privacy concerns as well as product perception. The second one
asked participants to comment on their perception of the sales
agent, actually encountered purchase risk and flow.
Since we wanted all people to have a comparable time agenda we
asked them to remain in the PC-pool for at least 30 minutes. By
employing this time-manipulation we artificially avoided some of
the influence time cost can have when people surf and buy online
[8]. Because everybody had to stay anyways, time spent in the
store would be due to the products and not due to some other
activities scheduled outside the experiment. In order not to
adversely affect their personal interaction feedback, however, we
also told them to remain no longer than necessary in the store and
leave it once they felt shopping to be over.

3. RESULTS/FINDINGS
3.1. Data
In order to investigate product nature as the independent variable
driving interaction we had to avoid personal factors influencing
interaction. To ensure this construct validity, the original dataset
of 197 observations (146 cameras, 51 jackets) was investigated
with a view to three factors: privacy concerns, satisfaction with
the search engine and perceived time cost.

Do you like to attract
attention?
(peip)

First, we ensured that perceived accuracy of the bot as well as
overall satisfaction with bot communication would be comparable
for the two store versions. The perceived accuracy of bot
feedback was judged by asking participants after the experiment
how well the shopbot had succeeded in addressing their needs.
For the subjects considered in this analysis there was no
significant difference in the perception of recommendation quality
for jackets versus cameras (Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Z = 1.144, p=
.146), nor were subjects more or less satisfied with bot

The analysis of privacy concerns revealed that most subjects,
even though they stated to be privacy conscious, revealed a lot
about themselves by answering many of the bot’s questions [20].
Yet, for the purpose of the current research it is important to note
that 5 participants (4 camera shoppers, 1 jacket shopper)
expressed considerable privacy concerns and also acted
consistently with their attitude by refusing most of the interaction
with the bot. These subjects have been excluded from the
analysis. Their behavior cannot be interpreted as a response to the
product.
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In order to measure the risk associated with cameras and winter
jackets, we used a scheme developed by Cunningham [6, 17]
which suggests that Overall Perceived Risk (OPR) contains two
components: the probability of a loss and the severity when
purchasing the wrong good.

Furthermore, the perception of the search engine’s accuracy had a
significant influence on interaction. It was measured by asking
participants after shopping how valuable and accurate they had
found the shopbot to be. While 78.1% of the participants (group
1) felt that the search engine made either very good (7.8%), good
(29.2%) or at least sufficiently good (41.1%) recommendations,
21.9% were not fond of the search aid (group 2). Mann-WhitneyU-Test used to investigate the impact of this distinct search
engine perception on the total number of page requests yielded
significant differences for the two perception groups (Z = - 2.716,
p = 0.007). As a consequence, 23 camera shoppers and 19 jacket
shoppers have been excluded from the analysis presented
hereafter.

n

OPR j = ∑ ( PLij ⋅ ILij )
i =1

with
ORPj
PL ij
IL ij
n

Finally, we asked participants after the shopping session whether
they had rather done something else instead of shopping for a
compact camera or winter jacket in our experimental store. 6
subjects admitted a relatively strong de-motivation. MannWhitney-U-Test for the impact of this de-motivation on the
number of page requests, however, did not yield significant
differences in behaviour (z = -.341, p = .733), nor did a T-test on
the time spent shopping (F = 1.776, p = .886). As a result, we left
the 6 subjects in the sample investigated.

= overall perceived risk for product j
= probability of loss i from the purchase of product j
= importance of loss i from purchase of product j
= risk facets (here, n=4)

Table 2. Perception of products as search or experience goods
Mean
Value
Winter
Jackets

Considering the eliminations made from the original data set in
accounting for privacy concerns and perception of the search
engine, 150 observations remained for the analysis: 119 camera
shoppers and 31 jacket shoppers.

Mean
Value
Cameras

Sig.
(sample:
150)

Sig.
(sample:
269)

Q1: How comfortable are you that, with the help of the
Internet, you’ll be able to fully judge on all quality
characteristics important to you [in the winter jacket]? (1= not
at all comfortable (..2,3,4,5) 6= very comfortable)

3.2. Perception of Products

3,35

We chose compact cameras and winter jackets for the experiment,
assuming that they can be considered relatively good
representatives of search and experience goods. Cameras entail
strong search good characteristics as their quality can be well
described prior to purchase. In contrast, we considered jackets to
be a typical experience good, because one has to wear them to
judge on personal fit. To confirm the assumptions we used
measures developed by Weiber et al. [23] asking subjects how
comfortable they felt [q1] and how probable it would be [q2] to
fully judge on the quality of the product sought with the help of
the Internet. We also asked them how uncertain they generally
felt that the product would meet their expectations [q3]. The
answers provided are summarized in table 2. They show that even
though participants are feeling on average less certain to judge
jackets, this feeling is only close to statistical significance for q2.
Thus, the perception of winter jackets as an experience good and
compact cameras as a search good is marginally supported by the
data. Cross-checking this finding with a larger data-set (where an
additional 119 answers were available) slightly improved the
significance.

3,81

Z = .726

Z = 1.505

P = .668

P = .022

Q2: Please indicate, how probable it is that in the context of an
Internet purchase you’ll be able to fully judge on all quality
characteristics [of the winter jacket]! (1= not at all probable
(…2,3,4,5) 6 = very probable)
2,61

3,36

Z = 1.339

Z = 1.459

P = .055

P = .028

Q3: Please indicate on a 6-point scale how uncertain you
generally feel now, before the purchase of a new winter
jacket/compact camera, that [the product] will fully meet your
expectations! (1 = very uncertain … 6 = not at all uncertain)
3,35

In addition to the perception of cameras and jackets as search and
experience goods, we also chose the two products with a view to
different types of dominant risk. As was outlined above, risk can
be captured on multiple dimensions. The most renowned
dimensions are functional, financial, sociological and
psychological risk. We expected cameras to be perceived as
functionally more risky than jackets. At the same time, we
associated more socio-psychological risk with the purchase of
jackets.

3,45

Z = .414

Z = .759

P = .995

P = .613

PLij and ILij were measured before shopping with the help of a
15-point scale. In order to calibrate the way in which different
people respond to scales, we had participants rate not only
cameras and jackets, but also toothpaste and used automobiles.
Table 3 shows that the two products chosen for the experiment
raise different buyer concerns. While compact cameras have a
relatively high functional and financial risk, jackets display higher
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risk levels in the socio- and psychological area. The overall level
of perceived risk (OPR) is similar for both products.

obtaining information through detailed product descriptions. The
communication quota is defined as:

Table 3. Perceived risk of products on multiple dimensions

Table 4. Comparison of breadth of interaction
for cameras and jackets

Funct.
risk

Finan.
risk

Psych.
risk

Sociol.
risk

(median)

(median)

(median)

(median)

63

99

318

Time Investment

35

75

316

OPR

Winter jackets
72

72

Compact Cameras
99

96

Compact
Cameras

Winter
Jackets

(119)

(31)

Mean time investment,
total (t)

24,5 min
(109)

29,2 min
(30)

Mean time for
orientation (to)

0,7 min
(112)

0,4 min
(36)

.303

Mean time for
communication (td)

12,1 min
(115)

13,8 min
(31)

.013

Mean time for detailed
product inspection (ti)

11,5 min
(120)

14,9 min
(37)

.010

Interaction Indicators
(Mean Investment in
Product Identification)

Sig. (sample: 150) (*Wilcoxon Test)
T = 4.380

T = 3.738

T = -4.349

Z = -4.938*

T = -.343

p = .000

p = .000

p = .000

p= .000*

p = .732

3.2. Observed Interaction Behavior
Interaction behavior can be analyzed on the basis of depth and
breadth. Breadth refers to the quantity of information exchanged
while depth refers to the quality or type of revelation [15]. In
order to operationalize subjects’ breadth of interaction, we
analyzed the total time users spent in the online store as well as
the time for the three distinct phases of shopping (orientation,
dialogue and detailed product inspection). In addition, we
measured product inspection behavior. Table 4 gives an overview
of the findings.

Sig.
(p)
.009

Product Inspection
N° of products inspected
Time per product
N° of photo enlargements

40

73

.000

0,25 min

0,14 min

.000

7,4

16,9

.000

Qf = C / I

Table 4 shows that jacket shoppers invested around 19% more
time in the shopping trip than camera shoppers; on average an
additional 4,7 minutes. Particularly interesting is to what part of
the shopping session time was dedicated. Participants looking for
jackets attributed considerably more importance to detailed
product inspection. On average they spent 30% more time here
than camera shoppers did. Jacket shoppers in particular viewed a
significantly larger number of objects (73 versus 40) and enlarged
more than twice as many photographs. However, they required
only a fraction of time on individual objects when compared to
camera shoppers. Thus, jacket shoppers seem to have quickly
‘sifted through’ the offer spending relatively little time per
product and judging stronger on visual perceptions than camera
shoppers who viewed much less products, but on average invested
about twice as much time in the inspection of each product. The
significantly larger time investment by camera shoppers per
product indicates that they must have read most of the fact sheets
and marketing texts presented with each product.

with
C=

total number of requests for a bot question page
(including: those pages that were not answered and
return hits to correct initial answers given, question
category survey page and requests for Top-10
consideration set)

I=

total number of requests for pages giving product
information, photo enlargements and required return hits
to the top-ten set from both phases (orientation and
product inspection)

Table 5 shows that camera shoppers have a significantly higher
communication quota than jacket shoppers. Thus, subjects
searching for a camera relied relatively more on the exchange
with the shopbot in their information search process than jacket
shoppers did. Even though both groups consulted the shopbot
with a similar frequency (e.g. answered a similar amount of
questions and made a similar number of modifications to initial
specifications), jacket shoppers displayed a significantly higher
need for detailed product inspection.

All in all, the findings summarized in table 4 suggest that jacket
shoppers (who felt slightly less certain in their product judgment)
displayed significantly higher levels of activity in the search
process. At the same time, they searched in a different manner
than camera shoppers did.
In order to understand the quality or type of interaction sought by
the two shopping groups we analyzed the dialogue that
participants sought with the shopbot. We did so using two
indices: a communication and a modification quota. The
communication quota (Qf), is a set-based measurement indicating
the relative importance of communication with the shopbot versus

As was outlined above, bot questions were not only product
related, but also addressed the user in person and asked for the
goals of search (table 1). Seen the wide spectrum of 56 bot
questions, one goal of the analysis was to find out what type of
question people would answer for one or the other product. We
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Another finding that suggests perceived purchase risk to be in line
with risk reduction behavior is evident with a view to
psychological risk. Jacket shoppers modified significantly more
bot questions that addressed psychological risk. Surprisingly,
however, this type of consistent behavior could not be observed
for the sociological risk construct. Obviously, camera buyers felt
a need to modify just as many bot questions concerning ‘social
acceptance’ of their product than jacket shoppers.

expected to see a correlation between the dominant risk
dimensions of a product (e.g. social risk for jackets) and users
motivation to answer bot questions best suited to address them.
However, as the 150 participants answered in average more than
85% of total bot questions, there is a strong ceiling effect present
in the analysis of the number and share of questions answered. As
a result, we tried to ‘grasp’ users’ qualitative purchase concerns
by investigating the type of question modified. For this purpose,
we developed a modification quota for those subjects that made
adjustments to initial specifications:

Table 5. Comparison of depth of interaction for cameras and
jackets

 np

MQR =  ∑ ( M ipR ÷ Qip )  ÷ I p
 i =1

with

Mi

MQR

pR

=

2

=

I

p

=

Average modification quota to be found in a
question category R, where R refers to a
bundle of questions addressing either
functional (fun), financial (fin), social (soc) or
psychological (psy) risk or where R refers to a
bundle of questions that represent either
directly product related issues (pd), indirectly
related ones (pepr), are of purely personal
nature (peip) or are concerned with usage
envisaged for the product (u)

Sig.
(p)

Mean communication quota
[Cf]
Share of questions answered

1,47

0,76

.000

85,98%

87,85%

.699

median of modifications made

6

7,5

.608

Type of risk-modification made

Number of modifications made in one

o

MQR=fin.

0,55

0,29

.070

o

MQR=func.

0,30

0,40

.099

o

MQR=psy.

0,08

0,13

.009

o

MQR=soc

0,23

0,23

.120

Type of modification made to different question types
o

MQR=pd

0,34

0,37

.844

Number of questions encountered by an

o

MQR=pepr

0,47

0,35

.454

individual
product p

o

MQR=u

0,18

0,45

.028

o

MQR=peip

0,09

0,12

.019

i

in

a

category

R

for

a

Number of individuals who shopped for
product p and made modifications to any of
the categories

Besides analyzing the relationship between perceived risk and search
behavior we also looked at what type of bot question users would find
important for product selection. Here the data suggest that consistent with
the ‘experience characteristic’ of apparels, jacket shoppers made
significantly more modifications to usage related bot questions. Looking at
the relative number of modifications made to personal and usage related
questions, jacket shoppers seem to put more emphasis on these ‘relatively
private’ issues of purchase. Seen that usage related and personal questions
were rated as rather illegitimate and unimportant in the independent prestudy, the modification quotas could suggest that users allow for more
insight into their private lives when product nature justifies this. More
research is needed to confirm this preliminary evidence.

The modification quotas summarized in table 5 show that jacket
shoppers modified the calculation basis of the bot only slightly
more often than their camera counterparts. This finding goes in
line with the fact that jacket shoppers also perceived only slightly
higher levels of uncertainty connected to their purchase.
Looking in more detail into the type of modifications made it
turned out that the higher level of financial risk associated with
cameras led subjects to adjust price parameters more often in the
search engine. More precisely the data shows that 11% of camera
shoppers adjusted the price range in which they wished to buy at
least once. Subjects searching for a jacket had a relatively firmer
idea of what they wanted to spend (only 5% changed the price
range once at a maximum).

2

Jackets

Dialogue

question category R by an individual i
searching for a product p

Qip =

Cameras

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The measurement of product perception confirmed that
participants felt less certain to judge the quality of winter jackets
prior to purchase. Jackets for the purpose of this study can
therefore be regarded as a representative experience goods.
However, the level of overall perceived risk (OPR) was not higher
for jackets than for cameras.3 Therefore, the observed levels of

MQR is divided through the number of questions in a category
(Qi) in order to take account of different question types (pd,
pepr, peip, u or fin, func, psy, soc) were not distributed equally
in the two store versions.

3
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It is important to notice that the acquisition of experimental
participants allowed for some self-selection bias: Only those
subjects may have registered for the purchase of a winter jacket

that many participants also expressed privacy concerns prior to
the shopping trip. The results suggest that there is room in
dialogue-systems to respect the context of the product purchase
without inducing a feeling of intrusion among users.

deeper interaction for winter jackets can not be attributed to the
absolute amount of perceived risk prior to purchase. Instead, they
seem to be attributable to the ‘experience’ nature of the product
and the concurrent need of users to extensively inspect and
visualize all product alternatives on offer, trying to anticipate the
experience.

4. CONCLUSION

Taken together, the empirical findings confirm the hypothesis that
consumers have different navigational needs when they are
searching for different products online.

The experimental findings support the main hypothesis made in
this article: that consumers have distinct navigational needs when
they search for different types of products online. First, it was
shown that consumers invest more time and activity into the
interaction process for a product category like apparels which
entails higher levels of purchase uncertainty. Second, different
navigational paths were observed for consumers that searched for
two different types of products in one identical online store
environment. The results obtained underline the fact that
consumers with different product purchase goals intuitively also
look for different navigational and interactive functionalities. In
this context, the distinct product nature as a search or experience
good may server as an explanatory variable that should be
confirmed by more research. The construct of perceived risk,
finally, helps to explain some of the interactivity encountered
with the bot system and suggests that dialogue-systems should
take more account of this theoretical construct of product
distinction.

4.1. Product related focus of dialogue-systems
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An alternative explanation for the relatively big search effort for
winter jackets, especially in the form of detailed product
inspection is the distinct risk structure of the product. While
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